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If you want to learn to create 3-D models using Google SketchUp, this Missing Manual is the ideal

place to start. Filled with step-by-step tutorials, this entertaining, reader-friendly guide will have you

creating detailed 3-D objects, including building plans, furniture, landscaping plans--even characters

for computer games--in no time.   Google SketchUp: The Missing Manual offers a hands-on tour of

the program, with crystal-clear instructions for using every feature and lots of real-world examples to

help you pick up the practical skills you need. Learn to use the basic tools, build and animate

models, and place your objects in Google Earth. With this book, you will:   Learn your way around

the SketchUp workspace, and explore the differences between working in 2-D and 3-D Build simple

3-D shapes, save them as reusable components, and use SketchUp's Outliner to show or hide them

as you work Tackle a complicated model building with lots of detail, and discover timesaving tools

for using many components Animate the model by creating an interior walkthrough of your building

Dress up your model with realistic material shading and shadows, and place it in Google Earth  It's

easy to get started. Just download the program from Google.com, and follow the instructions in this

book. You'll become a SketchUp master in a jiffy.
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I've written (just a few) handouts, manuals and books about using software, mainly graphics

software. These programs are so full-featured it's easy to overwhelm a novice. When you're new to



the subject, never mind the program itself, it's almost impossible not to feel at sea. Which is why we

buy books like those in the Missing Manual series.I hoped for a step-by-step procedure:

Double-click the icon, this window appears, click this to have this happen, click that to set a

preference, click this tool and do...something.I began on page 13, Chapter 1, "Building a Bench:

Your First SketchUp Model." After a short introduction to the program and the concept of 3D, the

next page is "Firing up SketchUp for the First Time." Three different methods for launching the

program for both Mac and Windows are given. Then the author talks about the first window that

opens. Buried in the 12-line paragraph is a casual mention that if you're creating something (like the

project later in this chapter?) you should choose the Woodworking template. Unmentioned (but

pretty obvious) is "click OK to continue."Then there's a tour of the interface and instructions on how

to set it up and how to change how you're viewing your creation. Then there's a digression on

templates and how to create templates (which I'm a long way from attempting). Then, finally, on

page 32 is "Bench: Starting Your First Mode." And it begins with 1. Open a new SketchUp document

with File > New. Hello! That's where you left me, some 18 pages ago! But at least here are

instructions.Things got much better down the road. The instructions are step-by-step, and there are

frequent sidebars, call-outs and other notes that add more information as you go.

I have a 3d printer and needed to learn a 3d drawing program to be able to design my own objects. I

had never used a computer aided drawing program before, so I downloaded several to try my hand

at using them. I have a technical degree but found that the insistence of the CAD programs to

implement rules before I was done with my creation to be difficult to intuitively work around. I

ordered this book because SketchUp was one of the programs I was evaluating for use. This book

is over 500 pages long, but on page 139 I was able to design and print a 'seasonal' dryer vent cover

(I made a separate screen to insert into the screen cover that can be rotated inside the main cover

to change the size of the vent holes for each season). The book has made me unstoppable!In all

seriousness, I do recommend that if you are new to CAD programs that you read each and every

page rather than just try to find the first project to create something. If you skip around, you might

miss fundamental instructions like which template designs in inches or spend an inordinate amount

of time trying to figure out how to accomplish a simple task like how to adjust measurements, how to

make sure the measurements are what you want to begin with, how to get rid of the annoying

person standing in the middle of the drawing field, and is she really necessary? (I don't find her

annoying anymore, the people standing in the frame are named after developers, and s/he isn't

necessary). I really like this book and recommend it to anyone who will actually read it as a valuable



manual. This book is what made my decision for me to use SketchUp for my 3d modeling. It has

given me many 'aha' moments and I am sure there are many more to come in the next 400 pages.
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